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Abstract: The macroscopic properties of materials and structures that we observe and exploit in engineering applications result from complex interactions between physics at multiple length and time scales: electronic, atomistic, defects, domains, etc. Multiscale modeling seeks to understand the interactions between these physics across scales. However, assessing such interactions can be challenging due to the complex nature of material properties and the prohibitive computational cost of integral calculations. This talk focuses on the essential problems of interactions along two scaling directions in the multiscale modeling: uncertainty quantification (upscaling) and goal-oriented optimization (downscaling). First, we exploit the multiscale and hierarchical nature of material response and develop a framework to quantify the overall uncertainty of material response induced by the uncertainties at finer scales without the need for integral calculations. Specifically, we bound the uncertainty at each scale and then combine the partial uncertainties in a way that provides a bound on the overall or integral uncertainty. The bound provides a conservative estimate on the uncertainty. Importantly, this approach does not require integral calculations that are prohibitively expensive. The second part of the talk will focus on the optimization of material performance over multiple properties across scales. We develop a joint co-optimization framework, in which the material is regarded as a whole system and the design of material is formulated as a constrained optimization problem that is solved over all the design parameters simultaneously, including both mechanical and structural properties. The design objective is to maximize a crucial metric that characterizes the targeted performance of the material in the application. This approach takes into account not only the connection between components, but also the connection between the entire material and its application environments. This talk will also show the demonstration of the two frameworks in the applications of high-speed impact of AZ31B magnesium alloy and polyurea plates.
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